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                                                           ABSTRACT 

 

In this paper we are talking about the difference between oranges produced locally and in foreign 

lands. We are comparing nutrient components which tells us about the taste of the orange. As we 

are producing orange locally and its prospect in agriculture has bright future. But the first obstacle 

is the taste. We are prone to judge a fruit with how it tastes. Orange is the same. So, in order to 

find out the quality of the taste, we have collected the data about nutrition values of orange of 

different regions as well as locally produced orange. The accuracy of the collected data is more 

than 70% and deemed viable for the study. The lack of previous similar works and the current 

pandemic situation had impeded us in collecting more sophisticated data. But we have been able 

to collect sufficient datasets. Now dividing the data in two distinct tabular datasets, each 

containing around 1000 datasets, we compare the values using data mining to distinguish the 

differences which ultimately let us deduce the apparent taste of the orange produced in local and 

foreign countries.  
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                                           CHAPTER 1 

 

                                       INTRODUCTION 

 

 

      1.1 Introduction 

Orange is from the family Rutaceae of citrus species fruit. The most known and famous orange is 

sweet orange (Citrus × sinensis). It is produced and consumed worldwide. For nutrition and 

especially for daily vitamin source, orange is an ideal fruit. It is the hybrid between pomelo and 

mandarin, two of the few ancient fruit species that survived the ice age. Sweet orange had its 

genome fully sequenced. Orange originated in the south and south-eastern regions of Asia 

consisting of the Southern regions of China, Northeast India, and Myanmar. Of course, it 

encompasses Bangladesh. The earliest mention of orange dates back to Chinese literature of the 

third century B.C. By the late twentieth century, the orange fruit tree became the most cultivated 

fruit tree whole worldwide. In Bangladesh, orange was cultivated since ancient times. But as time 

passed the quality of fruit has diminished, especially in the recent two decades we can feel the 

gradual decline of the taste of local orange from other foreign cultivated oranges. But the exact 

differences between the two are not recorded. Hence, we collected the nutrient components value 

of local and foreign oranges. Using data mining we want to compare the values and find out the 

differences we have there. By doing this we will know where to improve which will help orange 

production of local to increase in quality.  
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1.2 Motivation 

From an early age, we have consumed orange as it is considerably easier to afford. But as time 

passed, we also noticed the obvious decline in taste of the orange. But that was locally produced. 

The sweetness and sourness were not what it used to be. This implied that the quality of the 

production was decreasing.  

Here, we found that the quality of the most foreign cultivated oranges had better quality and taste. 

This aspired us to find out the differences in them.  

Research of orange in the field of computer science is not that progressive, despite having vast 

research of orange in agricultural studies, food and nutrition studies, and other such. So, we 

decided to use orange as our research material. And then we wanted to find out the cause of 

difference of taste between oranges of local and abroad using data mining and analyzing.  

 

 

1.3 Objective 

Our research topic will be to find out the fundamental differences of orange that was cultivated 

locally and in foreign countries. Then we want to distinguish the facts that make local oranges 

taste different from foreign ones.The knowledge gained will be useful for future production 

quality increment and to achieve a quality of taste that is globally recognized. The farmers and 

orchard owners in our countries will be able to understand the quality differences between 

oranges. This will encourage them to produce better oranges. Have the orange growth increase 

nationally to contribute to the economy.   

 

 

1.4 Expected outcome 

Pointing the differences of oranges that were produced locally and in abroad. Learn the aspects 

that need to be improved which will contribute to understand about orange produced locally. 

Finding an optimal standard for global quality for orange that we can produce.
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1.5 Research query 

To what degree we can find differences of the oranges and how much we can improve the 

nutrient values?  

 

 

1.6 Report Layout  

The report is arranged as per below: 

First Chapter discussed about introduction of project, motivation, research 

Questions, and expected outcome.  

Second Chapter discussed about literature review and Challenge. 

ThirdiChapteriincludeiResearchiMethodology. 

FourthiChapteriincludesiDiscussingiResultsiandiAnalysis. 

FifthiChapteriincludesiSummaryiandiConclusion.      
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CHAPTERi2 

 

Literature Review 

 

 

2.1 Introduction 

We will be taking about previous researches done by other scientist that are similar 

to this, and about related works. The works of data analysis of orange component 

is very rare. So, there is a visible lack of works but orange related works are in 

numerus that passively helped us in our study.  

In Challenge part, we will discuss about the limitations we faced primarily. Then 

the acceptance of data and its ingenuity.  

 

2.2 Reviewing Literature  

iJuan iI. iValiente, iL. iGene iAlbrigoi et.al, [1]. discussed about low temperature, 

crop load, and bud age on flower bud induction and orange production, the 

observation was done from 1999 to 2000 on orange during winter to study on 

naturally occurring flower bud induction. They studied on [Citrus sinensis (L.) 

Osbeck] or commonly known as sweet orange to determine flower induction in the 

seasonal climate of winter. They observed the condition of winter season, crop load, 

and bud age for flower bud induction. Their study was on the complex process of 

citrus flowering. In the winery temperature of 11° to 15° the floral intensity was 

increased. But the present of crop load present reduced flowering to average of 

41.5%.  
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Maribela Pestana, Pedro Beja, Pedro José Correia, Amarilis De Varennes and 

Eugénio Araújo Faria et.al. [3]. studied with a field experiment to determine if 

flower nutrient compositions can be used to indicate fruit quality. The study was 

conducted in an orange orchard on a calcareous soil in southern Portugal during the 

three seasons from 1996 to 1999. From 30 trees the composition of flower was 

measured and after harvesting the quality of fruits were recorded. Principle 

component analysis was used for patterns of covariation in flower nutrient 

concentrations and the fruit quality variables were evaluated. Then regression 

model was developed for fruit quality variables to flower nutrient composition with 

stepwise selection procedures. With the predictive power of the regression model, 

they were able to determine that the nutrient composition of flowers at full bloom 

could be used to predict the fruit quality variables, fresh fruit mass, and maturation 

index in coming years while establishing reference values for the nutrient 

composition of flowers based on the measurements that was made in trees that 

produced large fruit.  

 

 

T. Turner and B. Burri et.al. [4]. They, in their paper chose to study the nutritional 

benefits of citrus fruit consumption. The components were described in their works 

along with its health benefits which also includes oranges. They collected data from 

U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) and Food and Agriculture Organization 

(FAO). From the sources they were able to collect respective regional data and 

make analysis of the components for its benefits on health 
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2.3 Challenge 

Like all data analysis researches, the main challenge and problem we faced was the 

data collection. As there was considerably lack of such research where the specific 

data of orange components were recorded both nationally and foreign. But in order 

to compare we needed a considerably large amount of data.  

 

However, the most unexpected and perhaps the biggest problem we faced was the 

global pandemic of COVID-19. Because of this unprecedented situation the world 

came into temporary halt. We were affected in this too. Data collection almost 

became impossible. The primary intention of on-site experimentation and data 

collection was not viable because of various lockdown and closed borders. Also, 

databases with complete and extended period of component value data of oranges 

were hard to get. To device datasets we first collected the scattered data and patched 

it. Then we estimated the data to improve the datasets for an estimated value 

considering that the accuracy must not get lower than 70%.  
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         CHAPTER 3 

 

         Methodology 

 

 

3.1 Introduction 

Here in methodology portion, the thing we will be discussing are about data 

collection method, collection procedure, preparation, algorithms, statistical analysis 

and implementation requirements. That is the main part of our report. Firstly, we are 

discussing how we collected or/and managed our data from various sources. We are 

also discussing about pre-procedure, proposed methodology and flow chart of our 

project. Then we will be done with brief but clear concept of our project and 

research. 

 

 

3.2 Major Nutrients of Orange  

Carbohydrates: The central nutrient of any organic factor. Made from carbon, 

hydrogen and oxygen. The primary source of organic energy. Orange has sugar and 

dietary fiber as carbohydrates in components. Of course, sugar is responsible for 

sweetness.   

 

Protein: It is the essential nutrient component of animal physiology. Human body 

requires protein the most to function naturally. It is the composition of amino acids 

in polymer structure.  

 

Fat: The fatty acids. Orange contains very little part of fatty acid but they are 

healthy for body.  
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Vitamins: The most crucial part of any edible fruit is its vitamin values. Vitamins 

are required for normal functioning of organic metabolism. Vitamin components or 

vitamers are present in orange. The most notable one is Vitamin-C (ascorbic acid, 

responsible the taste of sourness). Other vitamins are vitamin A, B-complex, E.  

 

Minerals: The nutrient component that cannot be created biochemically in the body 

is known as mineral. Humans have to consume it from other outer sources such as 

salts. It is also essential for metabolic functioning. There are quite a few essential 

minerals present in orange such as, iron, calcium, Magnesium, Manganese, 

Potassium, and others.  

 

Other: The extra component is the water. The orange pulp is consisting of mostly 

water where other components are dissolved in water.  

 

 

3.3 Data Collection Procedure 

This phase was the most cumbersome phase. The challenges we had to face was 

unprecedented due to the global pandemic situation. The primary methods of 

physically collecting data were unavailable. Only online data collection was viable. 

But data was scattered in various formats and in various types.  

We collected all the scattered data that was possible for processing and turned in 

better and complete datasets. In this method we were able to make the of datasets 

that consists of the foreign orange data.  

For the Bangladeshi orange we again faced the same problem. The nationwide 

lockdowns and extended periods of closedown of different facilities hindered on 

site data collection. Primary data was received from agriculture office, Khamarbari 

and Agricultural Universities of Bangladesh. From that we understood the layout 

of the data. Next, we again collected local orange data and then completed the 

dataset.  
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3.4 Data Processing:  

At the data processing phase data processing we were concerned about how many 

types of data we got and how many formats we have gotten.  

We got ourselves several types of data. We had some raw data, some were online 

based website data, then some were pdf file data and quite a few other formats of 

data that were scattered. To process this, we chose to combine and record the data 

in a common and generalized format which is in “xlsx” format while running the 

algorithm in “csv” format. Then with cleaning, tuning and other phases of 

processing, we got 1000 data in both of the two tabular datasets. 
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Data Format Sample - Local  

  

Figure 3.4.1: Sample-1 
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Data Format Sample – Foreign 

  

Figure 3.4.2: Sample-2 

 

Here are the sample of data sets containing the nutrient values of local and foreign 

oranges.  
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3.5 Data Pre-Processing:  

After collecting all the data, we processed it for our implementation. We have 

removed or generalized/normalized all null data and trained it as our model to find 

the maximum accuracy. As our algorithms are using KNN classifier primarily, 

majority of the data trained are used for testing. So, most of the data trained is used 

for testing to get the expected outcomes.  

 

3.6 KiNearestiNeighbori(KNN)  

KNNiisitheimostibasiciandisimplest separation algorithm. Also, it is one of the 

most widely used learning algorithms. It is the a non-parametric, instance-based, or 

more commonly, the algorithm for lazy learning. KNN iaims ito iuse ia idatabase 

iwhere idata ipoints iare idivided iinto iseveral icategories iand iused ito ipredict 

ithe idivision iof ia inew isample ipoint. iHere, inon-parametric imeans ithat iKNN 

idoes inot imake iany iassumptions iin iterms iof ibasic idata idistribution. As a 

result, we can create a model from the data. Its usefulness depends on the fact that 

in the real world, most details do not follow common theories. 

For this reason, the KNN algorithm is our first choice for classification research 

where there is little or no prior knowledge about distribution data. Also, by being a 

"Lazy Algorithm", KNN does not use standard data points that reduce the training 

data level or reduce it. KNN keeps all the details of the test phase training. 

 

 

Now, KNN acts as an object classified based on the closest number of the object 

types. The item is given the most common category among the nearest neighbors k 

(k to be the integer). 
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          Fig:3.6.1 K-NN classification Example 

 

As displayed in the figure above, the green dot (test sample) should be placed in the 

red triangular section or in the blue squares. Ifiki=i3i(solid icircle),iitiisigiven ia 

ired itriangle ibecause ithere iare ionly i2 itriangles iand ionly i1 isquare iinside ithe 

iinner icircle. iIf iki=i5i(dash icircle), iit iis igiven iblue isquares ias i3 isquares 

icompared itoi2itriangles iinside ithe iouter icircle iwhere ithere iare imany 

isquares. 

 

 

 

 

3.7 Naive Bayes Algorithm  

OurinextichoiceiofialgorithmiisitheiNaiveiBayesialgorithm.BasedioniBayes’ 

Theorem. 

TheiNaiveiBayesialgorithmiisiaiclassificationimethodithatiworksiby iassuming 

ithatitheiscaleielementsiareiindependentiofieachiother.iAssumingitheipresencei of 

aiparticularifeatureiori forecastiinitheiclassiisinotirelateditoitheipresenceiofiany 

otherifeaturesioripredictions. 
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BayesitheoremicalculatesitheiposterioriprobabilityiPi(ci|ix)ifromiPi(c);iPi(x);iandi

Pi(xi|ic).iSee figure below–  

  

Fig :3.7.1 Naive Bayesian Equation  

 

Here, in the equation  

P(c|x) = posterior iprobability iof iclass i(c,target) givenipredictori(x,iattributes). 

P (c) = probabilityiprioritoiphase. 

P (x | c) = probability of a given predictive phase given. 

P (x) = pre-forecast probability. 

 

The algorithm works easily. In three steps it can be explained. 

Step one:  Change the data set iin ithe ifrequency itable. 

Step Two: By finding opportunities, Create an Opportunity Table. 

Step Three: You should iuse ithe i"Naive iBayesian iEquation" ito icalculate ithe 

ibackground iopportunities ifor ieach iclass. iThe icategory iwith ithe ihighest 

iprobability iin ithe background should be the result of the forecast. 
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3.8 Proposed Methodology 

 

Methodology –  

We can analyze comparison using classification techniques. Here, we are using 

KNN and Naïve Bayes classification algorithms. As the use of KNN in data mining 

is very basic and we can have use it while the training phase can be overlooked. As 

a lazy algorithm KNN uses most if not all of the training data for test data. So, using 

KNN is easier in this case. Naïve Bayes Classifier assumes independent predictor 

and features of a measurement. It iusage ithe iNaïve iBayesian iequalization to 

compute the probability of succession. 

 

Algorithms –   

 

With the KNN algorithm- to avoid over fitting, we split our data into test and test 

phases, which gives us a better idea of how our algorithm performed during testing. 

In this way, our algorithm is tested on invisible data. 

 

 

We will fit/train the separator on the training set and make predictions on the test 

set. We will then compare the prediction with a well-known label. Scikit-learn 

provides a data center on the trainianditestisystemiusingitheitrain_test_split 

method. Also, we create a trial set the size of about 20% of the data 

To perform classification and testing, we will use the following code: 
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We also calculated the matrix for the confusion. The confusion matrix is a 

commonly used table to describe the performance of a subdivision in a test data set 

where true values are known. Scikit-learn provides a place to calculate the 

confusion matrix using the confusion_matrix method. We using Scikit-Learn to 

calculate the confusion matrix. 

 

we will use the following code for Local data- 

 

 

 

the following code for Foreign type of data- 
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Confusion matrix table for Local data: 

 

 

 

Confusion matrix table for Foreign data: 

 

 

 

Now we will compute the Classification report. It is a summary of the text with 

precision, recall, F1 score for each class. Actually, Scikit-learn provides a place to 

calculate the classification report using the classification_report method. We will 

calculate both local and Foreign types of data. 
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the following code for Local data- 

 

 

 

the following code for Foreign data- 
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With the Naïve Bayes algorithm- On the other hand, we execute also Naïve Bayes 

algorithm for our local and foreign data. Weisplititheidatasetiintoitwoipositionsithe 

trainingisetianditheitestiset. The following separates the data from the training and 

test set at 80:20. Here is algorithm which we execute- 

 

 

 

After the pre-processing step, we fitted the Naïve Bayes model to the Training set. 

In the above code, we have used the GaussianNB classifier to fit it to the training 

dataset. Below is the code for it- 

 

 

 

 

Then we predicted the test set result. For this, we created a new predictor variable 

y_pred, and we used the predict function to make the predictions. 
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Working Procedures –  

The diagram below shows a general and overall working of the procedures  
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Here, we are working primarily by running two different classification algorithms 

on the datasets. After collecting and processing data, we use KNN and Naïve Bayes 

algorithms on the datasets separately. There we collect the analysis of the datasets 

that contains the nutrient values. Then we compare and generate result based on the 

outcomes of the algorithms.  

 

 

After gathering the data, finish the pre-processing. We get sizeable datasets to work 

on after processing phase. Then we run the algorithms. First, we use KNN on the 

datasets. We get the analysis result as below,  

 

Final Accuracy for Local dataset- 

 

 

Final Accuracy for Foreign dataset- 

 

 

Here, it is shown the accuracy we got after the data mining on foreign and local 

datasets. From the analysis we can observe that the accuracy rate is around 62% for 

foreign dataset and 57% for local dataset by using KNN algorithm.  
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Now we use Naïve Bayes on the local dataset.  

  

Local dataset shows the accuracy around 70%. Then use naïve bayes on the  

 

 

foreign dataset. The result –  

  

With the outcome that was around 75% accuracy. 

 

 

Implementation Requirements:  

After analyzing all the essential procedures and works, we are in need of some 

specific hardware and software as well as some implementing tolls for analyzing 

the comparison. 
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  Required Hardware and software: 

• A computer device/system with up-per configuration and/or specifications.  

• The most updated operating system like widows 10 or Linux.  

 

 

  Tools of Implementation: 

• Anaconda with Jupiter notebook. 

• Python.  

• Scikit-Learn.  

• NumPy.  

• Pandas Data Frame.  

• Matplotlib.  

• Microsoft Office (Excel).  
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             CHAPTER 4    

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

4.1 Introduction:  

After running the algorithms, we find the outcomes that shows us the comparison 

result. The algorithms analyze datasets. First, it shows the outcome of the analysis 

of the nutrient values separately. Then analyze the comparison between the datasets. 

Finally, we conclude based on the outcome of the analysis and comparison made.  

 

 

 

 

 

4.2 Analyzing Result and Summarization:  

Applying the algorithms, we examine the values of nutrient present in the datasets. 

We also use jupyter development kits and python language for testing accuracy 

level of our data. With these methods, we were able to generate a satisfactory level 

of initially more than 60% of accuracy one average.  
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CHAPTER 5 

 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSION, RECOMMENDATION AND 

IMPLICATION FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

 

5.1 Study Summary 

Various types of agriculture play essential role in the economic sector of our 

country. Studies related to it always makes progress of our national development. 

Orange has its origin etched in this country. Also, the seasonal cycle is better for 

producing orange. In recent years, research on orange cultivation has risen in these 

regions. Researcher are using various methods to study orange cultivation 

prospects. But evidential works on comparing local orange to foreign orange is 

relatively low. So, we targeted this aspect while using data mining to solve the 

problems. We are using datasets with majority of trained and testing data. With this, 

we were able to have outcome of accuracy around 65% to 70% on average. It proves 

that our methodology was in the correct direction and with more substantial data 

we can have better outcome and result. This study will help to understand essence 

of orange and points to improve its taste and nutrient to achieve global standard.  

 

      5.2Conclusions 

Orange cultivation is developing in our country in recent year and all types of work 

on orange will raise production growth and increase the quality of orange. Our study 

being one of the first work of such field where we try to distinguish a global 

standard of taste and nutrient value for locally produced orange. Our accuracy and 

data outcome has given enough result to progress further with the intention of 

betterment of national agriculture. To work better, we of course need vast amount 

of data which can be used to have even better and precious results.  
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Also finding out most optimal state for production of orange. And, ultimately 

contributing in developing orange related horticulture. From the study of this 

research, we can also work in the same way to conclude the overall quality of other 

fruit compared to local for finding out the lacking for a global standard. 

 

5.3 Recommendations 

Few Recommendations about this research are at first collect more component data 

for better accuracy and also Collect more variety of foreign data. Then Try to fill 

up all null values with the average trained value. Finally, try to synchronize the 

seasonal production to gain analysis of much higher accuracy. 

 

5.4 Prospects for Further Study 

More implementation and research prospects for future studies are adding more 

regional foreign data (more different countries). We want to add at least a thousand 

data for our future research purpose which will further increase our accuracy of 

data. Add new types of data concerning cultivation environment, climate, and other 

such essential information. We want to study to find out how we can improve the 

taste and quality. Would like to work with the government for researching the aspect 

of making locally produced oranges accepted globally. 
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